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1. In Part I 3], we have introduced a special class of Markov

processes on the boundary with generator LH, >_0. These are used

to obtain the diffusion on D determined by
3 .u(x)- Au(x), x D,

2 ) Lu(x)-- O, x
Now, the problem is to inquire the probabilistic meaning of these

processes concerning the diffusion on D. Among them, we first consider

the process for LHo, which seems to be most important by the follow-
ing reason.

Roughly speaking, the system of resolvents {K, fl > 0} for the

process with generator LHo is obtained by solving

( 8 Au(x)-- O, x e 0

( 4 (fl-- L)u(x) f(x), x 3D,
for given f eC(3D), and then defining

( 5 K’f--- Kf--[uC(3D),
where [_u_o is the restriction on OD of the solution u of (3)-(4).
Hence, there is a kind of "duality" in appearance between this opera-
tion of obtaining K and the following operation of obtaining the

resolvents {G., a>0} of the diffusion on D. Solve
(4’) (a--A)u(x)--v(x), xeD
(3’) Lu(x) O, x D
for given v eC(D), and then define

(5’) a," v G,v u C(D),
where u is the solution for (3’)-(4’).

The process on the boundary with generator LH,, a>O can be
considered to correspond with the diffusion on D determined by

(1’) -u(x)-- (A-- a)u(x), x D
t

2 Lu(x)-- O, x 3D.
2. A probabilistic interpretation. Now, we call the process on

3D with generator LHo the Markov process on the boundary concerning
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the diffusion, and consider the following probabilistic interpretation
of the process. Assume that there lives an animal on the boundary,
which is able to see only the sights on the boundary and is observing
the particle of the diffusion determined by (1) and (2). Then, he
observes a motion of the particle on the boundary, which is the trace
on D of the trajectory of the diffusion. This is the Markov process
on the boundary concerning the diffusion.

3. A justification of the interpretation. To justify the interpre-
ration rigorously, we consider a special case. A little apart from the
set up in Part I, take D= {x-- (x,. ., x) R x>0} where R is the

N-dimensional Euclidean space and let C(D) and C(3D) be the space
of continuous functions defined on the one-point compactifications of

D and D respectively. The diffusion equation and the boundary
condition are given by

6 ---u(x)- lu(x), x D
3t

(7) Lu(x) n U(X) O, x 3D.

Then, there is the Brownian motion process {X(t, w), 0_<t< ,
we W} defined on the space W of continuous functions w(t) on [0, )
taking values in D, where X(t, w) is the coordinate function of w at
time t.

Tu(x)--E(u(X(t, w))), u e C(D), t >_ 0
form a semigroup on C(D), strongly continuous in t, with generator (,
which is a contraction of the closure of /, and such that any smooth
ue(() satisfies (7). E(.) is the expectation with respect to the
measure P(.) on (W, ), where P(.) gives the probability law of the

motion under the condition that the particle starts at x eD, and 3 is

the smallest Borel field containing [w w(t) e A, 1<_ i <_ n} for any open

set AD. Operators Ho and LH.= Ho are defined similarly as

in Par I-2, and here is the Markov process on the boundary con-

cerning the Brownian motion, which defines a semigroup {T} with

generator 0 H0.
3n

Since the set of times at which the particle stays on the boundary
is measure 0, i.e. {t>_01X(t, w)e3D} is measure 0 with P(.)-probability
1, we need a time scale suitable to describe the trace of the motion
on the boundary. Noting that X(t, w) can be considered as a vector

1) The precise definition of P(.) is referred to K. Ito and H. P. McKean [1].
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whose components Xi(t, w), l_<i<_N are mutually independent one-
dimensional Brownian motions, and using a result of K. Ito and H. P.
McKean 1 on one-dimensional local time, we know that

i(t, w) lim 1 /Zz(X(s, w))ds, w W2>

-+

converges with P(. )-probability 1, where D-- {x-- (x,. x) eD .<}
and ; is the characteristic function of D. (, w), called local ime
on he boundary, increases monotonically to , when tends to o

monotonically, and increases only when X(, w) is at the boundary
with P(.)-probability measure 1. Hence, we take the inverse func-
tion -(, w) as the time scale to describe the trace of the path w() on
the boundary. Then, the motion on the boundary is represented by
8 ) X(t-(t, w)) 39

with respect to this time scale. Now, it is sufficient to prove

9 Ex[f(X(t-l(t, w)))}-- Tf(x), f C(3D), x 3D,
to justify the interpretation in 2.

To get (9) we use the idea of an interpretation of Cauchy process
by F. Spitzer 2. Let a(w)-inf{t01X(t, w)e3D} and put

(10) T,f(x)--E,l....,,_,,[f(X(a(w), w))}, f eC(3D),
x-- (xl," ", x_, O) D.

{T} forms a strongly continuous semigroup on C(3D). Moreover, we

know that T--T, since the right hand side of (10) is Hof(x,..., x_, t)
as a function of (x,. ., x_, t)D, and hence

when the left hand side converges strongly.
On the other hand, it holds that

(11) E(,,..., v-, ,(a(w) + [s, s.))-- Eel,..., ,_, 0(t-’(t, w) [s, s.))

for any [s,s=)[O,) and (x,...,x_,t)D by a result on local
time in one dimension, which implies

E(,,.... ,_. 0){f(X(t-’(t, w)))}- E(,,.... ,_. ,){f(X(a(w), w))}---- Ttf(x)
for feC(3D) and x=(x,...,x_, O)eC(3D). This completes the proof
of (9).

4. Comments on the general case. In the proof of the justification
in 3 we have used special tools closely connected with this special case
in full. But the proof, especially the use of local time suggests a
conjecture that in general case, in which the equation and the boundary
condition are given by (1) and (2), there is also a "local time on the

2) This is essentially the one-dimensional local time of the N-th component of
x(t, w).
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boundary" t(t, w) suitably defined for the given diffusion and that the
Markov process on the boundary concerning the diffusion is explained
by this local time similarly as in the special case in 3, i.e. the process
is represented by (8). If the conjecture is true, then the interpretation
in 3 is completely justified.

A more rough justification will be given in the following way.
Take D={xDIp(x,D)<p} for p0, where p(x, OD) is the distance
between x and 3D. X(t, w) is the diffusion given by (1) and (2) having
right continuous path functions with left limits. Then, the system
[G,, )0} given by

(f -,tz (x))u(x(t))Z,(X(t))dt), ueC(D-)Gu(x)=E e

determines a Markov process on the subset D of D. Gu(x), for

smooth ueC(D), satisfies

(fl--A)Gu(x)-u(x) if xeD, --0 if xeD--D.
Now, prove that KuJo is obtained as a limit of a sequence of

some such quantities as Gu by letting p0. This means an approxi-
mation of the process on the boundary by a sequence of processes on

subsets D. We note that in the special case in 3 such an approxima-
tion is also possible. In fact, instead of using Gu(x) directly, define

(12) au(x)-Ex e-’ u(X(t))Xp(X(t)), ueC(D),

which means the slowing down of the speed of original process p-times

on D,. Then, rewriting (11) in the form

we have

lim Gu(x)----E (fu(X(t))d(e-e’))pO

completing the roof. In general ease, suitable change of the seed
on the subsets should be alied. We note that there are some other
eases in which only this method is available at this stage.

During the research of this roblem, Prof. S. Ito kindly answered
questions about classical results eoneerning the Diriehlet problem and
Green functions. Prof. H.P. eKean informed he author an idea of
another proof of Wentell’s work . essrs. N. Ikeda, K. Sato and
H. anaka took much interest in the research and joined in discussions.
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A part of the proof in 3 of Part II owes to a discussion in a seminar
in Tokyo. The author expresses his thanks to these friends.
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